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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Winter Examination-2019 

 

Subject Name: Compulsory English 
 

Subject Code: 4AH02COE2        Branch: B. A. (All)  

    

Semester: 2     Date: 09/09/2019       Time: 02:30 To 05:30                 Marks: 70 

 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1 (A) Each of the questions has four options. Select the most appropriate option from 

it and rewrite it.  

(10)  

 i)  In the passive structure, the _______ is a main part of sentence. 

a) Subject                     b) Object                 c) Noun              d) Preposition 

 

 ii)  I wrote these assignments. The passive of this sentence is _________. 

a) These assignments are written by me. 

b) These assignments were written by I. 

c) These assignments were written by me. 

d) These assignments are wrote by I. 

 

 iii)  In which year Dr. Kalam born? 

a) 1929                       b) 1930                   c) 1931              d) 1932 

 

 iv)  Out of the following, of what is India the largest producer in the world? 

a) Coffee                    b) Wheat                 c) Rice              d) Milk 

 

 v)  What was the colour of Rakesh‟s Ambassador car in the story A Devoted Son?     

a) White                      b) Black                  c) Sky Blue      d) Brown 

 

 vi)  Who is the write of the story A Devoted Son? 

a) Anita Desai            b) Kiran Desai         c) Ravi Desai    d) Rajni Desai 

 

 vii)  Which of the following is the correct passive structure of Simple Present Tense? 

a) S + am/is/are + V + by +______ 

b) S + do/does    + V + by + _____ 
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c) S + am/is/are + Ven + by + _____ 

d) S + Ven + by + ______ 

 viii)  Each of the boys ______ invited by the teacher. 

a) Am                        b) are                       c) was            d) were 

 

 ix)  To narrate the daily routine activities, we use _______________ tense. 

a) Simple Past          b) Simple Present    c) Simple Future    d) None 

 

 x)  The opposite word of „dry‟ is ______. 

a) Dull                       b) wet                     c) bright           d) night 

 

    

Q-1 (B)   Match the Column ‘A’ (Tense) with Column ‘B’ (Use of tense) in correct way. (04) 

            Column ‘A’                            -         Column ‘B’  

 1. Simple Past Tense                        -     a)   for actions going on in future  

 2.  Simple  Future Tense                   -     b)   for actions going on at a time in past  

 3.  Present Perfect Tense                   -     c)   for actions completed in past at a time.  

 4.  Past Progressive Tense                  -    d)  for narrating proverbs / universal truths  

  - e)  for the completed actions have a result in 

now. 

 

  - f)  for the actions which will take place in near 

future 

 

 

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

 

Q-2  Change the following sentences into passive: 

1. I don‟t like sugar too much. 

2. He has not broken this glass. 

3. Did Manish write an assignment yesterday? 

4. Sister has not seen this movie yet. 

5. Are you singing a song now? 

6. Who has read a novel Patan ni Prabhuta? 

7. I have not seen Qutubminar yet. 

8. He had not stolen computers. 

9. How much milk do you drink daily? 

10. I am drinking lemon juice now. 

11. My father gave me a new mobile last Sunday.  

(14) 
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12. We should not throw garbage on the road. 

13. He was invited at the party. 

14. People should clean their compound every day. 

 

    

Q-3 (a)  Differentiate between Simple sentence and compound Sentence with examples. (07) 

 (b)  Discuss the central idea of the poem I Find No Peace. (07) 

    

Q-4  Do as directed:  

 (a)  Give Antonyms:  

i) Day x ______ 

ii) Hope x _____ 

iii) Healthy x ____ 

iv) Weak x ______ 

v) Up x ________ 

vi) Open x _______ 

vii)  Tall  x _______ 

(07) 

 (b)  Give Synonyms: 

i) Clever - _________ 

ii) Sorrow - _________ 

iii)  Bright - __________ 

iv)  Sick - ____________ 

v)  Joy   - ___________ 

vi) Natural - __________ 

vii) Human - __________ 

(07) 

    

Q-5 (a)  Justify the title of the story A Devoted Son. (07) 

    

 (b)  Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of verb. Choose the answers from the 

options given in the brackets. 

1. One of my uncles __________ no sports bike. (has / have) 

2. The committee _______ appointed to take the final decision. (was, were) 

3. Each of the students ______ excellent in F Y B A class. (is, are) 

4. The team _______ disqualified from the final tournament. (was, were) 

(07) 
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5. All of you ______ instructed to open the book, please! (are,  is) 

6. The scenery of Kashmir __________ enchanting. (is, are) 

7. My friend ________ like to eat burgers. (don‟t, doesn‟t) 

 

    

Q-6 (a)  Describe the appearance of the Photographer depicted in the lesson With the 

Photographer. 

(07) 

    

 (b)  Write a coherent paragraph on ‘If I would be a Scientist in ISRO’… in about 150 

words. 

(07) 

    

Q-7 (a)  Turn into Indirect Speech: 

i) Rekha says, “Nirmal, I am lucky.” 

ii) Our mathematics teacher says, “Two and Two makes Four.” 

iii) The teacher said to boy‟ “Have you done your homework?” 

iv) Rama said to Sita, “Why do you come with me in forest?” 

v) The officer said to clerk, “Post this letter at once.” 

vi) Hari said, “Hiral, I appreciate your work.” 

vii) Ketan said, “Teacher, please come at my home tomorrow.” 

(07) 

    

Q-7 (b)  Write a short note on how Draupadi deriving strength from her body in lesson 

Draupadi. 

(07) 

    

Q-8  Translate the following sentences into English: (14) 

  ૧. આજે બહુ ગરમ દદળસ છે.   

  ૨. રશયા ભારત કરતા ળધ ુઠંડુ છે.   

  ૩. આળો, મારા આ શક્ષકન ેમલો.   

  ૪. મારા નાનાભાઈ ગયા અઠળાદિયે અમેદરકા ગયા.   

  ૫. સોનુ ંએ ચાદંી કરતા ંમોંઘ ુછે.  

  ૬. અમે સૌથી ળધ ુગરીબ છીએ.  
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  ૭. આ છોકરી પેી છોકરી કરતા ળધ ુસુદંર છે.   

  ૮. અહી વ્યાકરણ ભણાળાય છે.   

  ૯. આપણે રસ્તાની િાબી બાજુએ ચાવુ ંજોઈએ.   

  ૧૦. આ ઘર અમારંુ છે.  

  ૧૧. પેલુ ંતારંુ રમકડુ ં અને આ મારંુ છે.  

  ૧૨. અમે બહુ હોશયાર છીએ.   

  ૧૩. ળરસાદ કોણ મોકે છે?   

  ૧૪. આ કોફી ઠંિી છે.  

 


